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New Asia Bar 

"Atop the Tallest Hotel in Singapore"

Want to make your nightlife a little more exciting? How does partying on

the 72nd story sound? The New Asia Bar, towering above the city in the

Swissotel Stamford, Singapore, offers you just that. Two floors of bar

space, magnificent views and a trendy clientele are what you should

expect here. Even the floors are angled at a 20 degree slant to enhance

your sky-high experience! The DJs keep the party grooving as does the

extensive drinks list, especially the delicious cocktails.

 +65 6837 3322  reservations@equinoxcomplex.com  2 Stamford Road, Level 71-72,

Swissôtel The Stamford, Singapore

 by  Tanya Procyshyn 

Se7en1Nch Bar 

"In Music we Thrust!"

From its name you can probably wager this nightclub isn’t one of Clarke

Quay’s classiest venues, but it is one of a kind. Se7ven1nch Bar is one of

the only nightspots in Singapore to feature alternative music: metal,

grunge, and classic rock songs blast from the speakers or are covered by

the resident band, which aren't heard anywhere else in Singapore. The bar

attracts a young hedonistic crowd, and the club’s pole dancers provide

additional eye candy. In line with its name and motto – "In music we

thrust" – the bar serves cocktails with raunchy names and some made

with absinthe – a liquor reputed to have psychedelic properties. Rock on!

 +65 6338 8776  www.se7en1nch.com/  3B River Valley Road, Unit 01-16 The

Foundry Clarke Quay, Singapore
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Blu Jaz Cafe 

"Nothing Else Quite Like It"

This unique bar, lounge and restaurant located close to the Golden

Landmark Hotel, covers new territory in Historic Kampong Glam. The

creators focused on creating a unique space, which they succeeded in

doing, perhaps at the cost of proper service. The food is typical East/West

fusion with a pretty good rib-eye steak and an excellent salmon fillet.

What really draws people to the Blu Jaz is their music, with live jazz, blues,

and R&B most nights of the week.

 +65 6292 3800  www.blujaz.net  11 Bali Lane, Historic Kampong Glam,

Singapore
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Acid Bar 

"A Secluded Music Cove"

Acid Bar occupies a small section of bar Peranakan Place, however do not

be deceived by the modest size of this place. The bar is an intimate

escape from the hustle of the city life. Illuminated in warm lights and

neatly furnished with quaint seating spaces, Acid Bar is the place to enjoy

refined drinks while soaking in acoustic tunes. A venue for memorable

performances by local artists and bands, Acid Bar is a true hidden gem of
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the city that is high on nightlife vigor.

 +65 6738 8828  peranakanplace.com/outle

t/acidbar/

 hello@peranakanplace.co

m

 180 Orchard Road,

Peranakan Place, Singapore
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Club SONAR 

"Singapore Party Scene"

If you are a party animal that is looking forward to explore the vibrant

nightlife of Singapore, Club SONAR is the place you should head to. This

nightclub is popular among the tourists as well as locals and features

famed local and international DJs regularly. The chic dance floor is

furnished with LED lighting, modern acoustics and more that assure you

the ultimate nightclub experience. If you are not much of a dance person,

you can tap your feet to the live gigs by your favorite artists which are

regularly hosted here. All in all, you are sure to enjoy your time here.

 +65 6493 6952  www.clubneverland.com/i

ndex.php/sonar-by-

neverland

 info@tab.com.sg  442 Orchard Road, Suite

02-29, Orchard Hotel,

Singapore
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